
There will be residual electricity before the machine leaves the factory. 
Please use up the remaining electricity and recharge it.
     Connect the machine to a charging line and charger, and plug it into a 
     household power outlet.
     The color strip shines red when charging
     When the machine is full charged, the color strip is always on green light.

[Pre-use preparation]

     Prepare the facial cleanser and clean the wet face;
     Use the toner to apply the face, turn on red heating mode for 
     leading-in.
     Use the essence to apply the face, and turn on the purple light 
     EMS mode for lifting.

1.Deep cleaning, derived dirt

Silicone Facial Brush

Operation Manual

Thank you for purchasing this product. Please read all the contents 
of this manual carefully before use and keep it properly.

About this manual:
The product pictures and related product features as shown in this 
instruction, as well as the explanations of some nouns, can only be 
used as reference. In case of user’s on hand as the standard, the 
reference data is from the company's laboratory.

Safety Attentions

Please read this manual carefully before use, and then use this 
product correctly.
The machine should be cleaned in a timely manner after use to 
avoid the accumulation of residues.
Please follow the instructions and recommendations for proper use.

Content related to serious personal injury caused by incorrect operation

Content related to personal injury caused by incorrect operation

Content related to personal safety or property loss caused by incorrect operation

Dangerous

Dangerous

Warnings

Warnings

Attentions

Attentions

!
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Please use the charging line randomly distributed by this product to 
recharge and connect the charger to the home socket correctly to 
avoid failure, fire or fire caused by heat.
Cause the product built-in rechargeable lithium battery, please do not 
put this product in fire or use it in high temperature and high heat 
environment, which may lead to failure, fire or fire caused by heat.
If the product is deformed, damaged or smelly, please do not use it 
again as to avoid the risk of electric shock and fire.

Please do not disassemble or modify this product on your own so as 
not to cause failure.
Please avoid falling and hitting this product so as not to cause failure.

If the machine is damaged, in order to avoid danger, it must be repaired 
by the manufacturer, or the maintenance department or similar 
department’s professional staff.
Do not use this product (such as alcohol, gasoline, spray, etc.) near 
the flammable and explosive goods, which may lead to fire or explosion
It needs monitor children to make sure they don't play with the product.
Place the packaging materials, such as plastic bags, in a place where the 
children can’t reach.
Please turn off the power and contact the factory after sale when a fault 
occurs in cleaning and maintenance or failure in use.
Do not use this product for purposes other than those specified in this 
specification in order to avoid failure or fire caused by heating.
If the product is unusually hot in using, please stop using it immediately 
and turn off the power to avoid scalding.
Please do not use the machine in case of failure, it may have adverse 
effects on the body or other risks.

This product is not suitable for use by persons with physical, organ 
or mental problems, or lack of experience and common sense 
(including the children), unless a guardian supervises and guides 
the use of the product and responsible for the safety of the user.
This product is not waterproof and can’t dip in water
Do not keep this product in a wet environment.

Intimate beauty instrument

Intelligent charging scheme, built-in 
a 400mAh battery with a longer time
 to use (7 days with full power).

Warm and soften horniness, gradually 
open pores, with vibration massage and 
ions leading-in, so that moisture and 
moisturizing components can go deep 
into the skin base.

With the flow of ions, the nutrient 
components are permeated into the skin, 
and the nutrition of the skin is facilitated.

Used with ultrasonic vibration, the 
vibration caused by the force acting 
on the magnetic field to remove 
grease and garbage directly.

Use with essence, mask, cream and 
other skin care products to moisturize 
and tighten the skin.

Red light (wavelength 620~630nm) 
activates skin fiber cells, makes skin 
shiny and elastic, and wakes up skin.

Purple light (wavelength 515~531 nm) 
whiten skin, brighten skin, and is 
suitable for darker skin.

Blue light (with a wavelength of 465~
470nm) helps to improve sebum 
secretion, acne, and the skin is glossy 
and elastic, calming the skin.

400mAh 
Lithium Battery

Wet heat 
moisturizing skin

EMS Leading-in

Deep cleaning

Vibration Massage

Color lights skin care

Key Description of Silicone Facial Brush
Long press the power key for 1.5 seconds to turn on/off the product.
Short press the "mode switching" key one time to switch to the red 
light constant temperature mode after the machine is turned on, 
and switch to the purple light EMS mode for the second time short 
press.

Cleaning and Maintenance Specification Parameters

After-sale Repairing

Operations

Component Description
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<Charging>

<Charging Time & Usage Times>

Please clean the silicone brushing hair in time after used, and put them 
vertically or hang them dry.
This product is designed to prevent drenching water, which can be 
washed with water.
Do not use alcohol, steel ball, abrasive cleaner, corrosive liquid 
cleaning the product, otherwise it may damage the product or cause 
cracking or fading. 
If you don't use it for a long time (about 3 months), please take out the 
machine and store it after full charged.

This product is only suitable for personal home care, not for commercial 
purposes.
We provide one year warranty for the product, which is calculated from 
the date of purchase.
During the warranty period, we will replace the parts or the whole 
product as appropriate for this product due to defects in the material or 
production process.
Application for warranty must be submitted to the manufacturer after-sale 
department of this product together with a certificate that certifies the 
date of purchase (such as purchase invoice).
The following conditions are not guaranteed by the company:
-Damaged caused by improper use, such as improper plug insertion at 
charging port, reverse insertion of charging plug, artificial damage, etc.
-The aging and wear of the product caused by normal use, but it has little 
effect on the use function of the product.
-Product problems caused by used for other purposes, or improper 
operation or unprofessional maintenance or use of accessories other 
than our company.
Consumables, accessories, etc.
-Damaged caused by force majeure factors (such as lightning, fire, flood, etc.)

Product Name: Silicone Facial Brush
Item No.: DS-8806
Working Voltage: 3.7V
Power Rating: 1.5V
Power Supply: 5V      1A
Net Weight: 95g
Unit Size: 9.5*4.5*7.0(cm)
Gift Box Size: 17.8*12.3*4.7(cm)
Operative Norm: GB4706.1-2005

It takes about two hours to charge.
Full charged can be used for about 7 days (15 minutes per day)
Depending on the use situation, the number of times of use will be a 
little different.

Face Cleanser 
Silicone Brush

Mode SwitchLevel Switch

Massage Head

Charging Port

Color Light Strip

Product Base

Induction Strip

OFF/ON

Positive ion combined with acoustic massage, 
leading-out makeup residue and dirt, clean and 
dredge pores, build a good attraction 
foundation for follow-up nursing.

Micro current combined with constant temperature 
massage, powerful push skin care essence through 
pores into the muscle floor, deep nourishment, skin 
care effect doubled.

High frequency vibration warm massage, go 
through the skin cuticular layer, directly acting 
on the dermal layer, rejuvenating the skin.

2.Warm massage, wake up the skin

3.EMS micro current, leading-in nutrition

https://facevital.com

Visit our website:

<Purple light tender and whiten skin>

<Blue light dilute & repair acne>

<Red light wake up collagen>

®


